Predictive ability of severe rainfall events over Catalonia for the year 2008
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Abstract. This paper analyses the predictive ability of quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF) and the so-called “poor-man” rainfall probabilistic forecasts (RPF). With this aim, the full set of warnings issued by the Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) for potentially-dangerous events due to severe precipitation has been analysed for the year 2008. For each of the 37 warnings, the QPFs obtained from the limited-area model MM5 have been verified against hourly precipitation data provided by the rain gauge network covering Catalonia (NE of Spain), managed by SMC. For a group of five selected case studies, a QPF comparison has been undertaken between the MM5 and COSMO-I7 limited-area models. Although MM5’s predictive ability has been examined for these five cases by making use of satellite data, this paper only shows in detail the heavy precipitation event on the 9–10 May 2008. Finally, the “poor-man” rainfall probabilistic forecasts (RPF) issued by SMC at regional scale have also been tested against hourly precipitation observations. Verification results show that for long events (>24 h) MM5 tends to overestimate total precipitation, whereas for short events (≤24 h) the model tends instead to underestimate precipitation. The analysis of the five case studies concludes that most of MM5’s QPF errors are mainly triggered by very poor representation of some of its cloud microphysical species, particularly the cloud liquid water and, to a lesser degree, the water vapor. The models’ performance comparison demonstrates that MM5 and COSMO-I7 are on the same level of QPF skill, at least for the intense-rainfall events dealt with in the five case studies, whilst the warnings based on RPF issued by SMC have proven fairly correct when tested against hourly observed precipitation for 6-h intervals and at a small region scale.
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Throughout this study, we have only dealt with (SMC-issued) warning episodes in order to analyse deterministic (MM5 and COSMO-I7) and probabilistic (SMC) rainfall forecasts; therefore we have not taken into account those episodes that might (or might not) have been missed by the official SMC warnings. Therefore, whenever we talk about “misses”, it is always in relation to the deterministic LAMs’ QPFs.

1 Introduction

The prediction of precipitation has been one of the main objectives of meteorology since its beginnings as a modern discipline some fifty years ago (Harper et al., 2007). At the same time, precipitation is one of the most difficult variables to be predicted due to its complex triggering factors (Amen-gual et al., 2007; Casati et al., 2008; Pappenberger et al., 2008; Rotach et al., 2009) and its own increasing chaotic behavior as spatial and temporal resolutions become finer and finer (Adlerman and Droegemeier, 2002; Bryan et al., 2003; Roberts and Lean, 2008; Rezacova et al., 2009; Llasat and Siccardi, 2010).

Quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF) are traditionally undertaken by using either the deterministic or the probabilistic Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) approaches (Golding, 2000). Both approaches are motivated and guided by the problem of uncertainty in the prediction of the spatiotemporal evolution of precipitation-related processes, which becomes crucial when the forecast is for a severe-rainfall event potentially leading to flash flooding (Doswell et al., 1996; Ferraris et al., 2002).

For this reason, and even more in the Mediterranean context of steep coastal orography and dense infrastructure development, it is very important to understand the
mechanisms through which uncertainty in NWP-based QPFs affects severe-rainfall warnings issued by the National Meteorological Services and Agencies (Levy and Hall, 2005; Norbiato et al., 2008; Molini et al., 2009). Such severe-rainfall warnings are usually based on the detailed inspection and consideration of the different large-scale and/or mesoscale NWP models’ outputs available, complemented by poor-man approaches of different complexity aimed to take into account the forecaster(s) expertise and knowledge of local and fine-scale meteorological processes, inducing certain weather scenarios for a given area of interest (Ebert, 2001).

Then, it becomes crucial to gain a deeper understanding of the overarching topic of the hydro-meteorological predictive ability, referring to how close a particular model can predict the true state of the system and be affected by data quality and availability, parameterization of sub-grid processes, model approximations, and resolution (Kain et al., 2008; Roberts, 2008).

It is the purpose of this paper to analyze, on one hand, the uncertainty in MM5’s (PSU/NCAR Mesoscale Model 5) QPFs for the set of rainfall intensity/depth warnings issued by the Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) during 2008, as well as to perform, from the aforementioned predictive ability perspective, a simple comparison with COSMO-I7’s (COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling model) QPFs for some of the 2008 events taken as case studies. On the other hand, it aims to study the accuracy of SMC’s “poorman” rainfall probabilistic forecast (RPF) system, which is based on the combination of different limited-area models (LAM) operated by SMC (MM5, WRF, MASS) outputs received from outside (COSMO’s from the German Weather Service, DWD) and in-house experience. The RPF issuance, in this case, is only human-based, whereas the approach described by Ebert (2001) is more complex and the outcome of an automatic model ensemble.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the technical tools used here, as well as background information on the SMC’s warning system and on the NWP models compared in this study; Sect. 3 explains the working procedures to get the results, with special emphasis on the observational dataset (rain gauge network and remote-sensing technology) available; Sect. 4 presents the results of the deterministic forecasts (MM5) analysis with special emphasis on the event of May 2008; Sect. 5 deals with MM5 and COSMO-I7 performances comparison for the five case studies; Sect. 6 exposes the findings of the SMC’s RPFs analysis at regional level; and finally, Sect. 7 presents the conclusions of the overall results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precipitation type</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rain Intensity</td>
<td>&gt; 20 mm 30 min⁻¹</td>
<td>&gt; 40 mm 30 min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated Rainfall</td>
<td>&gt; 100 mm 24 h⁻¹</td>
<td>&gt; 200 mm 24 h⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Observational and predictive tools

2.1 SMC’s warning system

In Catalonia, the first official step in order to activate the meteorological or hydro-meteorological warning chain is taken by the SMC. This happens when this institution has gathered enough predictive evidence that a potentially-dangerous situation can take place or a risk threshold can be surpassed. At that moment, they issue a meteorological situation of risk warning (SMR), which comes out via the SMC’s website and some TV and radio stations. The warning, which depends on the weather type expected to be dangerous, is transmitted to the CECAT (the Control Center of the Catalan Civil Protection), which is responsible for undertaking the necessary procedures with the objective of preparing civil population and infrastructures for the hazardous weather expected. If the warning refers to precipitation, the Catalan Water Agency (ACA) is also warned. There are different types of warnings (for rain intensity, accumulated rainfall, 24 h accumulated snowfall, wind, sea waves, etc.), each of them being given the level 1 or 2, in function of the threshold to be overcome. Most of the SMR warnings imply only level 1, while level 2 is kept for very extreme scenarios. Each meteorological hazard has its own thresholds for level 1 and level 2 (set appropriately by SMC). Table 1 shows the thresholds corresponding to warnings for precipitation.

The SMC issues a SMR warning when they predict the overcome of any of the thresholds associated to the given meteorological hazard within the next 36 h, with a temporal resolution of every 6 h. The SMC’s level of confidence and (un)certainty in the prediction is expressed as a probability range (in %) of the given threshold being overcome or not, which is spatially resolved at a so-called comarca scale (Catalonia is composed of 41 of them; they are the minimum administrative region with an average extension of approximately 800 km²). Such probabilistic forecasts, corresponding to the SMC’s “poor-man” RPF system, can split (or not) the territory of Catalonia in any or all of the following 3 categories: very likely (probability superior to 70 %), likely (probability between 30 % and 70 %), and possible (probability inferior to 30 %).
2.2 NWP models used

Two limited-area models, MM5 and COSMO-I7, are used in this study to compare their respective predictive ability under scenarios of severe rainfall events. Such a comparison, however, is far from being perfect, as both models use different parameterizations and have different spatial resolutions and integration domains. Thus, it is sought in this paper to perform a model intercomparison from an operational point of view, assuming that each model has been run under its particular best possible configuration. MM5 is one of the models run operatively at SMC, while COSMO-I7 is run at ARPA-SIMC, the regional hydro-meteorological service of Emilia-Romagna, and it is also used as reference LAM within the Italian Civil Protection hydro-meteorological forecasting chain (Italy Official Gazette, 2004).

The two models have overlapping domains over Catalonia (Fig. 1). They are nonhydrostatic and fully compressible, and were run twice a day at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC, with boundary conditions supplied by the ECMWF global model every 3 h, with a spatial resolution of 0.25° (~25 km). MM5 has a horizontal resolution of 12 km and 30 vertical levels, while COSMO-I7 has a 7-km horizontal resolution and 50 vertical levels. For sub-grid scale processes, MM5 and COSMO-I7 use, respectively, the following parameterizations: Grell (1993) and Tiedtke (1989) for convection, Schultz (1995) and a three-category ice scheme (Doms and Forstner, 2004) for microphysics, MRF (Hong and Pan, 1996) and Mellor and Yamada (1974) for Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL hereafter), Dudhia (1989) and Rit-
against observations for the episode duration and within the time window of ±12 h.

The 37 events have been separated into two groups according to their duration: short and long episodes. Short episodes are those whose duration is 24 h or less, and long episodes are those lasting more than 24 h. This criterion is motivated by the fact that long ones are expected to be largely driven by large-scale forcings and thus more stratiform in nature, while those short ones are mainly affected by local-scale effects and consequently more of convective behavior (Done et al., 2006; Molini et al., 2010).

In agreement with Casati et al. (2008), for every episode the bias or mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the root mean square error (RMSE) have been calculated and a scatterplot of MMS’s QPF against observations has also been made. Thus, the main features of every episode (model overestimation, underestimation, anticorrelation, good agreement or insignificant values, or a combination of these) have been identified and classified from such scatterplots. Predicted and observed rainfall fields have also been plotted, and underwent visual inspection in order to visually (subjectively) verify the QPFs against observations, in terms of rainfall location and rainfall depth.

A detailed analysis of five case studies has been done. They have been chosen for their representativity of typical NWP QPF errors in the form of either large overestimation (2 long episodes) or large underestimation (basically 2 missed short episodes), except one case study that was special for its high average accumulations but which was acceptably predicted. In order to perform such analyses, we have used the satellite data described below, as well as the scatterplots of predicted against observed precipitation. An extra verification index has been calculated for these cases: the O/P ratio, corresponding to the total summed observed rainfall depth (O) over its predicted value (P). Thus, a value of O/P ∼ 1 approximately translates into a good forecast, < 1 into overestimation, and > 1 into underestimation. However, this index is used only as a rough guide, as it deals with total values and thus it could still be 1 but as result of over and underestimations cancelling each other out. Table 2 shows the main features of these five events studied, and Fig. 3 displays the time evolution of their 3-hourly maximum observed precipitation.

Uncertainty has been analyzed for each case study following the methodology proposed by Molini et al. (2009), which requires knowledge of satellite-measured fields (Mirza et al., 2008) of columnar cloud liquid water and columnar water vapor contents (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer, AMSR-E, dataset), as well as surface wind speed vectors (NASA’s Quick Scatterometer, QuikScat, dataset).

The spatial mean values of columnar water vapor and columnar cloud liquid water, for the satellite pass times, have been measured over the sea area enclosed between longitudes 0° and 5° E and latitudes 39° N and 43° N for the five case studies. This region has been considered a representative enough atmospheric volume over the sea surrounding Catalonia as to regard these mean values as meaningful when advected over the territory under southerly to easterly air flow regimes, which are the most usual ones when heavy rainfall occurs in the region (Llasat, 1987; Llasat and Puigcerver, 1994). Some previous analyses have also shown the strong role of the sea in the convective precipitation produced in Catalonia and, particularly, in this selected sea area (Llasat and Puigcerver, 1997; Rigo and Llasat, 2007).

For the analysis of the probabilistic approach to intense-rainfall forecasting of the warning episodes during 2008, we verified RPFs against hourly observations (that is, if the given threshold was overcome or not in every rain gauge of the comarcas under warning). Therefore, in order to allow some flexibility to the forecasts, we checked also the comarcas neighboring those warned ones, and considered the probabilistic forecast to be correct when at least one rain gauge reached the threshold or overcame it. This procedure was repeated for every 6-h interval from every episode in 2008, and the results were classified as function of the probability range (3 categories; see Sect. 2.1) given to every time interval.

4 Analysis of MM5 forecasts
4.1 Verification of forecasted rainfall fields

The year 2007 and the beginning of 2008 are remembered, in Catalonia, as a period of severe drought (Altava-Ortiz et al., 2008). As mentioned in the climatic bulletins from SMC (which the reader may find at http://www.meteo.cat/), approximately from summer 2007 until spring 2008 all Catalonia suffered the effects of precipitation being well below average. This situation then changed, as the spring 2008 was rainier than the mean and the rest of the year was irregular in terms of precipitation (in function of the region). On the whole, however, 2008 is considered as normal (average rainfall) or rainy (above the average rainfall) in most of the country. In total during that year, SMC issued 37 warnings (all of

![Fig. 3. Evolution of 3-hourly maximum observed precipitation over Catalonia for the five case studies.](http://www.meteo.cat/)

Table 2. Main rainfall features of the five events studied measured with the rain gauge network (XEMA). The rainfall depths are from the rain gauge with the maximum value for the given period of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS</th>
<th>DATE (of 2008)</th>
<th>DUR. (h)</th>
<th>12 h Max. Rainfall Depth (mm)</th>
<th>Total max. Rainfall Depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9–10 May</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39 77 104 71</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25–26 May</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26–27 June</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12–13 Oct</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8 55 27 3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28–29 Oct</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40 27 42</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Verification indices (Bias, MAE and O/P) corresponding to MM5’s and COSMO-I7’s QPF performances for the five case studies analysed in this study. The ratio O/P, corresponding to the total summed observed rainfall depth over its predicted value for all XEMA rain gauges, is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS</th>
<th>MM5</th>
<th>COSMO-I7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration (h)</td>
<td>Bias (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>−21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Verification indices (bias, MAE and RMSE) for MM5’s QPFs against rainfall observations for all warning episodes during 2008.

Figure 4 shows the average verification indices for MM5’s performances for short, long, and all warned episodes during 2008. The average bias (which means model underestimation if negative and model overestimation if positive) has been found to be small but positive (0.8 mm) for long episodes, and larger but negative (−1.9 mm) for short episodes. The average bias for the whole set of episodes is thus negative (since the number of short episodes approximately doubles that of long ones, short episodes weight more when calculating any average over the whole set of episodes). Generally, then, it can be said that short episodes (<24 h) tend to be underestimated by the model, while long episodes (>24 h) tend to be overestimated. The average MAE and RMSE have been found to be much bigger for long episodes than for short ones, showing that the former are more easily affected by errors caused by geographic misplacement of precipitation and/or by errors in the rainfall depth forecasted. Short episodes may carry big errors of precipitation misplacing too, but due to the smaller magnitude of the predicted rainfall depth associated to this kind of episodes, the overall error is usually much smaller. Moreover, it’s quite common that mesoscale NWP models provide forecasts with realistic small-scale precipitation patterns, but with amplitude and gradients which may be somewhat misplaced (due to the convective parameterization) when they are verified with common verification methods (Sairouni et al., 2007).
Figure 5 displays all episodes grouped corresponding to their biases: positively, negatively or not biased at all. Of all short episodes, 16% were positively biased, 56% were negatively biased, and 28% were not biased. We see, therefore, that the majority of them was negatively biased, which matches the fact that the average bias for such episodes was also negative. Of all long episodes, 25% were positively biased, 67% negatively biased, and 8% had no bias. However, the average bias for long episodes was positive, which means that this 25% of positively biased episodes had rather large biases (i.e., were heavily overestimating) and made up for and overcame the weight of the 67% of episodes negatively biased. From all episodes, 8 had zero bias, of which 7 were short episodes and just 1 was a long one. This is because short episodes are more likely to show zero bias, as they imply bigger amounts of precipitation and so less probability of cancellation.

Considering now the patterns shown in the scatterplots of predicted against observed precipitation, the episodes have been classified as overestimated, underestimated, anticorrelated (those ones displaying both strong overestimation and underestimation simultaneously but in different regions), “well-agreeing” or as small-valued (not shown). However, these features are not exclusive; a given episode can exhibit one or more of them. In this way, of all short episodes, 28% showed overestimation, 48% underestimation, 24% anticorrelation, 12% showed good agreement, and 32% of them were small-valued. Underestimation is thus the main feature of MM5 performances also under this criterion. Such a shortage of acceptable rainfall forecasts for short episodes may be due to the fact that, on one hand, they can be affected by the spin-up problem in NWP models, while on the other hand, this type of episodes is implicitly of convective nature, and hence is difficult to be forecasted correctly by the NWP models. It is known that typical convective scales are basically smaller than the models’ resolution, and their parameterization usually proves not good enough: consequently, models usually underestimate this kind of events (Zhang et al., 2003; Kain et al., 2008).

From all long episodes, 25% showed overestimation, 33% underestimation, 33% anticorrelation, 42% good agreement, and none was small-valued. Not surprisingly, this 25% of overestimated episodes coincides with the 25% of long episodes positively biased, whereas such coincidence does not happen with those showing underestimation. This
is because the average bias of those long episodes positively biased is quite high (19 mm), but the average bias of those long episodes negatively biased is not much lower than zero (−6 mm), so some of them can be considered as well-forecasted episodes instead of as underestimated.

Another method, although more subjective and partially inspired by Ebert (2008), has been used to verify rainfall forecasts against observations: to visually compare the maps of MM5’s QPFs against observed precipitation for every episode. If the areas affected by precipitation and the magnitudes of both prediction and observation coincide approximately, the episode was regarded as “hit” (i.e., correctly forecasted); if this only happened in some parts of the territory, then the episode was regarded as “partially hit”; if the areas of predicted and observed precipitation did not coincide at all, the episode was regarded as “not hit” (i.e., wrongly forecasted; either as “false alarm” or as a “missed” episode). When values were simply too small as to judge reliably, the episode was classified as “not appreciable”. The results of this visual verification are shown in Fig. 6.

Under this method, it follows that among long episodes, 33 % were regarded as “hit”, 59 % as “partially hit”, and 8 % as “not hit”; among those short ones, only 4 % were regarded as “hit”, 52 % as “partially hit”, 24 % as “not hit”, and 20 % as “not appreciable”. Likewise, we can state that 80 % (20 %) of those “hit” episodes corresponded to long (short) ones, and that of those regarded as “not hit”, 14 % (86 %) corresponded to long (short) episodes. From “partially hit” episodes, 35 % (65 %) were due to long (short) episodes.

Concluding this section, it can be said that a vast majority of long episodes were either correctly forecasted by MM5 or were correct at least to some extent, and that only a small minority were missed or false alarms. Contrarily, short episodes had a very low “hitting” rate, although most of the rainfall forecasts for these episodes were partially correct. Short episodes’ forecasts also presented a rather high index of missed/false alarm cases.

4.2 Case study analysis: the example of 9–10 May 2008

This case study (CS, 00:00 UTC 9 May to 00:00 UTC 11 May), which was the most severe in 2008 in terms of average rainfall depth all over Catalonia, involved clear model overestimation on the whole, although there were two distinct areas of over- and underestimation. The synoptic situation was dominated by a mid-level trough at 500 hPa penetrating to the Iberian peninsula from the northwest and advecting positive vorticity over Catalonia at mid-levels, together with a humid eastern flux at surface over Catalonia caused by a weak low-pressure centre coming from North Africa (Fig. 7). Such elements constitute a rather typical example of a situation potentially leading to large amounts of precipitation over the northeastern Iberian peninsula (Llasat, 1987; Doswell et al., 1996). All in all, the maximum total precipitation measured in Catalonia during the episode (48 h) was nearly 200 mm, with a maximum rainfall intensity of 33.4 mm h⁻¹.

MM5’s QPF for this long episode was quite good in the central and western areas of Catalonia and it pointed out well the locations of the precipitation maxima, but there was large rainfall overestimation in some coastal areas and underestimation in the southwestern corner and northern areas of the country (rainfall maps in Fig. 8, scatterplot in Fig. 14-left, and bias map in Fig. 15-left). The mean absolute error was 36 mm and the bias +6 mm, which logically indicates that the overestimation was cancelled out, to a large extent, by underestimation, as the bias is indeed small and positive. The scatterplot in Fig. 14-left shows a group of some grid points overestimating largely (those well above the bisector line), while a group of many more points stands below the bisector underestimating, thus compensating the big overestimation of the rest of the points.

When analyzing the columnar water vapor and columnar cloud liquid water fields both predicted by MM5 and measured by satellite-borne AMSR-E sensor, as well as the predicted and observed surface-wind fields, it seems that the factor responsible for the model inaccuracies is most probably the cloud liquid water columnar content (Derbyshire et al., 2004). In Fig. 9 we can see the evolution during this episode of the atmospheric water vapor content in the Western Mediterranean as measured by AMSR-E sensor (25 km resolution), and in Fig. 10 as predicted by MM5. It can be seen that both evolutions of columnar water vapour are of the same order of magnitude and are well placed in space and time. Figures 11 and 12 show, respectively, also the corresponding observed and predicted evolutions for the cloud liquid water columnar content. MM5 always produced more scattered, more localized and less extensive columnar cloud liquid water fields than what satellite measurements testify.

If we now look at the spatially-averaged values of columnar water vapor and columnar cloud liquid water contents over a significant sea area surrounding Catalonia (Fig. 13), we see that MM5 did a good job in forecasting the former, while it did not do so with the latter (MM5 heavily underestimated this variable by a factor of up to 5). This is probably due to inaccurate representation of mixed-phase clouds in cloud parameterizations (Curry et al., 2000).

No outstanding difference has been found when checking the predicted and observed superficial wind fields, thus kinematically, the model performed well and the advection of variables was represented correctly, at least at the surface (no figures shown).

Concluding this case study, we have seen how the columnar content of cloud liquid water is the variable most likely to have caused MM5’s QPF failure. However, the actual state of this (and also of water vapor) columnar quantity over land remains unknown for this episode, knowing which would greatly help in the process of verifying the model and understanding why its QPF had flaws.
Fig. 8. MM5’s QPF (left), COSMO-I7’s (centre) and observed rainfall (right) for the whole 9–10 May 2008 event (case study 1). For clarity, the observations domain limit has been highlighted (black line) in the models’ prediction maps.

Fig. 9. Columnar water vapor measured by AMSR-E during the episode, each image corresponding to passes at: (a) 02:24 UTC 9 May, (b) 13:36 UTC 9 May, (c) 01:30 UTC 10 May, and (d) 12:42 UTC 10 May (source: http://www.remss.com/).

In the other case studies analyzed, it was also found that the cloud liquid water columnar content was the most poorly represented variable by MM5, and to a lower degree, water vapor columnar content and surface-wind fields.

5 MM5/COSMO-I7 model comparison

The results of the comparison between both LAM models’ QPFs are presented here for the five case studies analysed. Table 3 shows how MM5 and COSMO-I7 models performed similarly, on the whole, when forecasting the rainfall fields.

From the verification indices point of view, MM5 did reasonably better than COSMO-I7 in CS1, while in CS4 it happened the other way around. For CS5 both models did rather well, and for CS2 and CS3 they performed equally poorly, basically missing these episodes (Table 3). However, when comparing both models’ performances by looking at their scatterplots individually, we achieve the findings that follow.

It is realized that MM5 did not perform as well as the bias and MAE indices suggest for case study 1, as the point spread appears bigger than that of COSMO-I7, although this model widely overestimated precipitation (points above bisector), while MM5 did a better job in this sense as corroborated by the bulk of points near – both above and below – the bisector line (Fig. 14). CS2’s scatterplots show that COSMO-I7 was slightly smoother than MM5 in providing a good forecast and got several grid points’ rain depths fairly well, although rainfall was still missed by the model in the majority of points; MM5 simply missed this event in all grid points.

In CS3 the two models did equally poorly, basically missing the precipitation everywhere or just producing negligible values. In CS4 both overestimate rainfall, although MM5 does it with much higher values than COSMO-I7 (thereby the worse verification indices). CS5 scatterplots (Fig. 17) demonstrate the very good skill of COSMO-I7 in predicting this episode’s rainfall field, while MM5 did not perform badly either.

Figure 8-centre gives a further hint on the way COSMO-I7 performed in CS1, and indeed not largely differently from MM5 (Fig. 8-left). Figure 15 displays both models’ grid point biases for the whole CS1. Both of them underestimate severely in the southwest corner of Catalonia, while
overestimating heavily at the central and southern coasts. Nevertheless, while COSMO-I7 basically overestimates everywhere in the West and North of the territory, MM5 manages it rather well in such places, although it underestimates in central and some northern areas of Catalonia.

Case study 5 (06:00 UTC 28 October to 18:00 UTC 29 October) was characterized by the skillful performances of both models. Figure 16 shows both models’ QPF maps against the actual observation field; it is visible how COSMO-I7 gets a better general picture of the precipitation observed during this episode than MM5 does. Figure 17 displays the scatterplots of both models’ rainfall predictions against observations. Further from the good verification indices, the grid points in COSMO-I7’s scatterplot follow the bisector line more closely than those in MM5’s. Figure 18 helps to confirm the better skill of COSMO-I7 in this case study; MM5’s rainfall bias field shows several areas of over- and underestimation around the country, whereas COSMO-I7’s is more homogeneous with areas of near-zero biases and it exhibits fewer areas of over- or underestimation.

6 Results of the probabilistic regional-scale analysis

For all 37 episodes, each with its given probability range (>70%, between 30% and 70%, or < 30%), an analysis was carried out taking into account the multiple 6-h intervals into which all episodes are split in the SMC warning bulletins. As described thoroughly in the methodology section, the procedure consisted in looking for rain gauges reaching or overcoming the warning threshold for hourly accumulations within the warned comarcas and their neighbors, and during the events’ time windows. If that happened
Fig. 12. Columnar cloud liquid water predicted by MM5 during the episode, where each image corresponds to the nearest hourly model output to the satellite passes: (a) 02:00 UTC 9 May, (b) 14:00 UTC 9 May, (c) 01:00 UTC 10 May, and (d) 13:00 UTC 10 May.

Fig. 13. Evolution of observed and predicted average values over the sea for columnar water vapor (left) and columnar cloud liquid water (right) during the episode.

In at least one rain gauge, the “poor-man” probabilistic forecast was considered “hit” or validated for that specific 6-h interval.

Of all warnings for rain intensity (threshold of 20 mm 30 min$^{-1}$, i.e., $\sim$25 mm h$^{-1}$ as found by Llasat, 2001), it was found that 67% of the events proved correctly forecasted when the given probability was up to $>70\%$; 23% proved correctly forecasted when the given probability was $30\%$–$70\%$; and only 8% proved correctly forecasted when the given probability was $<30\%$.

As far as warnings for rainfall accumulation (threshold of 100 mm day$^{-1}$) are concerned, the dataset of only one year seems too limited to draw meaningful conclusions from this simple statistical analysis: none of the events was given the maximum level of probability; 33% (1 out of 3) of them proved correctly forecasted when the given probability was between $30\%$ and $70\%$; and none (0 out of 1) proved correctly forecasted when the given probability was $<30\%$.

Therefore, it can be said that when the warning events were due to rain intensity, the probability given by SMC of the threshold being overcome or not matched reasonably well with the percentage of observed events overcoming the threshold over the total number of events with the same given level of probability; thereby it was proven that SMC had been rather successful when issuing rain intensity warnings during 2008. And although just very few warnings were due to rainfall accumulation, the given probability was also shown to agree with the percentage of observed events “hit” over the total set of this kind.
If we now group the warning events into the respective episodes in which they were embedded, we find that a total of 67% of long episodes contained at least one “hit” event, while only 20% of short episodes did so. For our results, this fact means that episodes longer than 24 h carried a higher probability of ‘seeing’ intense-rain events at some point during their duration in comparison to this probability for short episodes (those lasting 24 h or less), which was clearly much lower.

This is somewhat surprising, since long episodes tend to cause large rainfall accumulations, but are not usually associated with intense-rain events; contrarily, short episodes, being typically those of convective nature, are characterized specifically by presenting high rain intensities during their short duration (Done et al., 2006; Molini et al., 2010). However, and judging by the RPFs performance, this was not the case for the 2008 dataset, since long episodes had a high hitting rate for rain intensity forecasts while short episodes had a modest hitting rate for this type of forecasts. Nevertheless, we should not be alarmed by this fact, as it is well known that convective phenomena are intrinsically difficult to forecast accurately, and we already saw in the last section how the model MM5, on average, underestimated observed precipitation fields for short-episode warnings (48% of short episodes were underestimated, exactly). Taking these facts into account, then, it becomes clear that SMC did rather well (probably even better than MM5’s forecast by itself) in issuing the probabilistic forecast warnings for intense-rain events.

Furthermore, another factor should be included when verifying probabilistic forecasts against observations: the spatial distribution of the rain gauges over the territory. Figure 2 (Sect. 3) displays the location of the 146 rain gauges over...
Catalonia, which clarifies that their density is not homogeneous throughout the country; some areas have a high rain gauge concentration while in others their presence is much more sparse. This fact represents, of course, an extra drawback when it comes to detecting precipitation in the areas with less coverage, especially because they are mountainous areas and hence more prone to intense convective activity. Furthermore, it can also be problematic to properly retrieve precipitation in such areas using radar data due to substantial rainfall underestimation at long range, as pointed out by Trapero et al., 2009. As a result, if the average rain gauge density is roughly one rain gauge per area of 200 km²—which is a scale somewhat bigger than that of typical convective activity in our latitudes—and moreover we add those poorly-covered mountainous regions to the overall picture of the observation network over Catalonia, we can objectively conclude that some events will be completely missed by our observations, while many others will just be detected partially and not at their highest intensity.

Accepting this fact, we can better understand why it is meaningful that only the 20 % of short-episode warnings could be successfully verified from the point of view of the intense-rain threshold. And we should value appropriately all the results drawn before in this section considering this actual constraint that affects the episodes’ detection and their measurement.

7 Conclusions

The present study has intended to put some light on the topic of predictive ability, both for the deterministic and the (simplified, “poor-man”) probabilistic approaches, for severe rainfall events over Catalonia. In order to do that, MM5’s rainfall predictions have been verified against hourly precipitation data provided by the rain gauge network (XEMA) of Catalonia for the episodes corresponding to intense-rain and rainfall accumulation warnings issued by SMC in 2008. Five case studies have examined the model’s uncertainty by making use of satellite data, and a QPF comparison has been

![Fig. 16. MM5’s QPF (left), COSMO-I7’s (centre) and observed rainfall (right) for the 28–29 October 2008 event (case study 5). For clarity, the observations domain limit has been highlighted (black line) in the models’ prediction maps.](image1)

![Fig. 17. Case study 5 scatterplots of MM5’s (left) and COSMO-I7’s (right) QPFs against observed rainfall, both exhibiting good skill.](image2)
undertaken between the MM5 and COSMO-I7 models for these cases. SMC’s simplified probabilistic forecasts at regional level have also been tested against hourly rainfall observations.

The results from the verification analysis of MM5’s QPFs against observations show that, for long events (>24 h), MM5 tends to overestimate the total precipitation observed, whereas for short events (≤24 h) the model tends to underestimate it. For the total 12 episodes classified as long, the average MAE gives 13÷14 mm and the average bias +0.8 mm, which is, as a percentage of MAE, about 6 %, which is quite a good result. However, since there are more episodes negatively biased than positively biased, it is concluded that episodes with a positive bias were indeed much superior in magnitude to those with a negative bias. For the total 25 episodes classified as short, the average MAE is in the order of 5 mm and the average bias about −2 mm, or, as percentage of MAE, ~40 %, which is a rather bad result. For this type of episodes, those with a negative bias are a majority, while a minority is either positively biased or not biased at all. Furthermore, it can be said, on one hand, that a large number of long episodes have been either correctly forecasted by MM5 or at least correct to some extent, and that just very few of them were false alarms or missed episodes. On the other hand, short episodes have been associated to a very low “hitting” rate, although most of the rainfall predictions were partially correct; this type of episodes has shown a rather high index of false alarms and missed events. Altogether, these facts suggest that further research is needed to continue improving NWP models so they can achieve a more skillful representation of small-scale convective processes.

The case studies analysed in this work conclude, on the whole, that most of MM5’s QPF errors are most likely triggered by a poor representation of some of its microphysical species (cloud liquid water and, to a lesser degree, water vapor) along with errors in low-level wind field prediction. As has been shown, these factors were of crucial importance in some cases because they caused severe model overestimation and underestimation of the observed rainfall fields. However, water vapor is usually much better predicted than cloud liquid water, presumably because the model often failed to generate realistic cloud fields as a result of imbalance between the cloud microphysics scheme and other physical processes, like radiation (Hong et al., 2004). Actually, some of these variables’ errors may be associated simply with the model’s data assimilation inaccuracies, which would add some further uncertainty to the whole prediction process.

A comparison of the models’ performance has been done for the five case studies between MM5 –12 km horizontal resolution– and COSMO-I7 –7 km– models. It was demonstrated that both of them are able to predict intense rainfall to a similar extent of skill for the cases analysed. This may be explained by the fact that while Catalonia is in the centre of MM5’s domain but only on the western fringe of COSMO-I7’s, the latter model has a higher horizontal resolution than the former. As a matter of fact, thus, a similar degree of QPF skill is demonstrated between the two LAM models.

The rainfall intensity/depth warnings based on “poor-man” probabilistic forecasts and issued by SMC have proven fairly successful when tested against hourly observed precipitation at comarca scale. From the viewpoint of the rain gauges’ observations, most of the warnings for long episodes have hit at least one intense-rain event, while only a minority of warnings for short episodes has been able to do so. This may be due to a variety of factors, such as the intrinsic difficulty in the forecast of small-scale convection as we have seen, not even MM5’s QPFs give good enough results for short episodes, and the observational “loss” of some events resulting from the sparsity of the rain gauges network, particularly in the Pyrenees.
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